Soiling in children: what schools can do to help
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Statistically, most primary schools are likely to contain several children who cannot help soiling their clothes during the course of the day, but due to the embarrassing nature of the problem the staff may not even be aware of it - or may not want to be. Once discovered, what can teachers do to help? This article suggests that the condition of many school toilets may be an important contributory factor.

The child who is soiling - that is, any child that soiling; is due to an underlying condition. It is a miserable problem. It causes great distress to the child; it is something the parents try desperately to hide from the school, and it is unpleasant for the teacher who may be involved in cleaning the child up. Also the problem is very hard to treat once it is established, and the prognosis for the child can be grim. As a result of soiling, the child can develop a whole range of behavioural, emotional, and peer group relationship difficulties, and these can lead to poor educational achievement and in some cases a reluctance to go to school. For the past five years I have been undertaking a research project of 66 soiling children and this research has shown that inadequate school toilets may be an important factor in the causation and later poor prognosis.

Rutter (1970) demonstrated in his Island of Wight study that 1.5% of boys and 0.3% of girls still soil their clothes at the age of 11-12. There are much higher percentages of children at younger age groups. Teachers may say that they do not know of any children in their school who are soiling, but Bellman (1966) has shown that children and their parents go to enormous lengths to hide the difficulty. Very often children soil on the way home, unable to retain their motions any longer after having been afraid to use the school toilets. All studies show that the problem is about two or three times more common in boys than girls.

Causes of soiling

It used to be felt that there were two distinct types of problem: physical and emotional. It is now known that this divide is too simplistic. Some children do indeed have rare physical deformities, or complex medical conditions, which directly result in their inability to control their bowel movements. Most children, however, retain their stools for one reason or another (Jolly 1977). What then happens is that the rectum becomes stretched and the muscle tone remaining the faeces weakens, and solid or liquid 'overflow' escapes around the blockage. In some children, what may appear to be diarrhoea may in fact be this 'overflow', and the child is often quite unaware that it is soiling.

There are a number of reasons for this. The child may have been constipated and have developed an anal fissure, making it frightened to 'let go'; it may be constipated for dietary or other reasons, and is unable to pass a normal motion. Some children may find the school toilets so stressful that they will do all they can to retain their motions until after school. Unfortunately, it is this retention which damages the muscle tone of the rectum and means that during P.E. or breaktimes, during a moment's relaxation, there is an embarrassing consequence. What is more worrying is that research with adults who have fairly serious bowel problems has suggested that some of these problems may be connected with an early soiling problem.

Emotional, behavioural, and educational problems

Some children may indeed have an emotional problem which causes them to hang on to their stools in the first place. However, research has shown that many of these behavioural and emotional problems are secondary to soiling (Levine 1982). In my present research, 41% of the children had behavioural problems at the initial assessment. However, this figure was reduced to less than half after successful treatment of the problem. It is easy to understand that quite apart from any difficulties children may have before they start soiling, they will readily develop signs of disturbance once they have a soiling problem.

Not only does the soiling affect the child and its school progress, but it is a miserable problem for parents. Earlier research noted the tense relationships between mothers and soiling children, and concluded that the soiling was a direct result of these tense relationships. In fact my current research has shown that this is not necessarily the case. It is: although 64% of the mothers were very tense at the initial presentation, only 17% were so after their child's soiling had been successfully treated. A child who soils and possibly smells as well is a hard child to love - even more so if the poor mother feels that she is somehow to blame.

Schools and soiling

Clayden (1980) and Sluckin (1981) had previously noted that inadequate school toilets might be a factor. It was notable in our study how many parents commented that their child did not have a problem until starting school. Two-thirds of my sample showed the first signs after the age of 5, the child may have had a tendency to constipation before entering school, but it was the reluctance to use the school toilets which was an important factor in the development of the soiling. The persistence of this aversion is indicated by the fact that even after treatment we were only able to reduce the number refusing to use the school toilet from 43% to 37%.

Soiling children are typically more sensitive, although at an older age, because of their problem, they can become more antisocial. On the Rutter 'A' score (a standardised measure of maladjustment) 67% scored 13 or over, indicating an emotional disorder, and 40% scored over 4 on the neurotic score, indicating that the child was more of a nervous type personality than antisocial. These are of course the type of children who worry about school toilets.

Complaints about school toilets

The following common complaints about school toilets were derived from interview work with parents, and are not in any special order:

1. No privacy.
2. Toilets poorly maintained.
3. Toilets poorly supervised.
4. Outside toilets.
5. Not enough toilets especially sitdown facilities.
6. 'Toilets are 'frightening' places.'

Many children complained about the lack of privacy. Toilets would have no locks; other children were able to climb over the top and watch. Some children would not use their school toilet because
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A secondary school decided to involve the parents of 2nd-year pupils in their children’s health and fitness lessons. The result was a course of evening family activity sessions – complete with homework! It was so successful that the parents asked to book the school facilities for future family health and fitness activities.

For children to develop a healthier way of life, the family living patterns must be conducive to healthy practices. How knowledgeable and interested are parents with respect to their own and their children’s healthy living? It appears to depend upon individual attitudes towards health and fitness, and so particular family lifestyles develop. Both parents can make equally valuable contributions, for by-and-large they make the rules – what foods to buy, how much, how often and when to eat; the interests and examples to pursue in leisure times and during holidays; opinions on smoking and other health hazards, and, at least initially, decisions on ‘going to bed’ and ‘getting up’. So health is very much a family matter, and seems to rely heavily on the training and standards set by parents.

3. Teachers usually do not know the extent of parents’ health knowledge, or the attention given in the home to family practices of good health. Also, for all sorts of reasons, knowing what is good for one does not ensure that these healthy habits are adopted. It must be frustrating for some offspring to be unable to implement a healthier life at home. Informed schoolchildren could experience conflict if they voiced criticism and wished to break away from the family routine, or they could be regarded as ‘being difficult’ or ‘passing through an awkward phase’. So if school health work could aim to reach not only the child, but include the parents (and maybe even brothers and sisters) then all working to the same end could be of great family benefit.

An invitation to the parents
Having valued the article by Halbert (1987), it seemed logical to venture a stage further and invite the parents to come to school and take part in both theoretical and practical aspects of a Health Course. So with the co-operation of Mr Foxon, Headteacher of Harris Church of England Secondary School, Rugby, and the enthusiastic support of the head of the girls’ Physical Education Department, Fiona Williams, a family course was devised. A 2nd-year class of boys and girls was selected because it was felt that they were of an age (12-13